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H I G H L I G H T S

• The sulfonation of algal/PEI compo-
site beads produce very efficient sor-
bent for Sc.

• The sorption process is fast (30–40
min equilibrium time).

• At pHeq ~ 4, the maximum sorption
capacity reaches 2.68 mmol Sc g−1.

• Rare earth elements totally desorbed
using HCl/CaCl2, with good sorbent
recycling.

• REEs strongly enriched onto S-ALPEI
after the treatment of a red mud so-
lution.
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A B S T R A C T

The one-pot synthesis of algal biomass/polyethyleneimine beads, ALPEI (electrostatic interaction followed by
calcium ionotropic gelation), produces a stable sorbent whose sorption properties for rare earth elements (REEs)
are significantly improved by functionalization. The grafting of sulfonic groups (S-ALPEI), which have high
affinity for REEs, increases sorption capacities as high as 2.68 mmol Sc g−1, 0.61 mmol Ce g−1 and 0.53 mmol
Ho g−1, at pH close to 4 (equilibrium pH). Sorption isotherms are fitted by the Langmuir equation for scandium
and cerium; for holmium, the Freundlich and the Sips equations show better fits. Sorption occurs within
30–40 min; kinetic profiles are fitted by the pseudo-first order rate equation and the Crank equation (resistance
to intraparticle diffusion). The sorbent has a marked preference for Sc(III) against Ce(III) and Ho(III) (confirmed
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by selectivity tests). The sorbent is also selective for REEs against alkali-earth elements. The three metals are
readily desorbed (within 20–30 min) using HCl/CaCl2 solution. Desorption remains higher than 99% for 5 cycles
while sorption performance is decreased by less than 6% at the fifth cycle. The sorbent is tested for the recovery
of valuable metals from red mud solution at different pH values. Despite the large excess of heavy metals in the
industrial solution, S-ALPEI shows a good affinity for REEs at pH close to 3.46 with important enrichment factors
(in the range 19–118 depending on the metal). The material is fully characterized by BET, TGA, FTIR, XPS,
elemental analysis, titration and SEM-EDX analysis. The sorption involves different mechanisms (on amine and
sulfonic groups) including electrostatic attraction and chelation depending on pH and metal speciation.
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1. Introduction

The amazing development of High-tech industry sectors (electronic
devices, special magnets, screens, etc.) induces a growing demand for
precious and strategic metals like rare earth elements (REEs). More
specifically, the rarefaction and the geopolitical pressure of the resource
for REEs have driven many governmental and intergovernmental
agencies to publish recommendations or incentive politics [1] for pro-
moting the recycling of these metals from wastes (DEEs) [2–7] and their
recovery from secondary sources (sub-products) [2,8–12].

The recovery of REEs from secondary sources may involve pyr-
ometallurgical steps (oxidation/roasting) [13–15]; however, acidic leaching
remains the technique the most frequently used for processing wastes and
secondary resources [14,16–19]. This first step in the process transfers
target metals (and other base metals) from solid to leachates that require
complementary steps for enriching, separating and recovering the metals.
Different techniques may be used depending on the relative concentrations
of the metals, and the composition of the solutions. Solvent extraction is
frequently used for the treatment of relatively concentrated solutions
(higher than a few hundred mg L-1) [6,20–24]. Precipitation processes are
rarely applied because of poor selectivity that makes the separation of REEs
from heavy metals relatively difficult. For low concentrations, sorption
processes are preferred for separating and enriching target metals on the
sorbent (and further in the eluates of saturated sorbents).

Extractant-impregnated resins have been used for REEs recovery
from acidic solutions, making profit of the high affinity and fast transfer
properties of extractants immobilized in the porosity of the supports
(which prevents dissolution and dispersion of toxic and expensive
compounds) [25–28]. More frequently, ion exchange and chelating
resins (which may bear similar reactive groups than those identified on
extractants) are used for the removal of REEs from acidic leachates
[29,30]. Nanomaterials have been used in order to minimize mass
transfer limitations [31], at the expense of difficulties in solid/liquid
separation. Magnetic-based microparticles obtained by incorporation of
magnetite into a functionalized polymer may represent an improve-
ment in separation while maintaining good sorption performance
[32–34]. More conventional sorbents may include ion-exchange resins
[35–39] and chelating resins [25,40–42].

Resins bearing sulfonic-based groups have demonstrated a good
affinity for REEs, being mono-functional resins such as Dowex 50 W X8
[36], Purolite C-100 [39] or multi-functional resins such as Diphonix
resins (bearing sulfonic, diphosphonic and carboxylic groups) [43] or
Purolite family [41].

Recently, a new generation of bio-based (spherical) resins has been
developed using the interactions of alginate and algal biomass (in-
cluding a partial in situ extraction of alginate contained in cell wall)
with branched polyethyleneimine (bPEI). By itself, PEI is highly effi-
cient for metal complexation and sorption (when conditioned as solid
particles or cryogels) [44]. In combination with algal biomass, these
supports bearing both amine (primary, secondary and tertiary amine
groups) for PEI and carboxylic groups for alginate/algal fraction have a
broad intrinsic affinity for metal ions depending on the charge (and
speciation) of metal ions, the pH (and the charge hold by the sorbent).
However, these reactive groups (especially the amine groups) also offer
high reactivity for the functionalization of the support. A portfolio of

derivatives of these algal/PEI beads (APEI and APEI*) is currently in
development. Amidoximated [45] and quaternized [46,47] functiona-
lized beads were successively developed for Sr(II) and for both Sc(III)
and U(VI), respectively. The current work focuses on the development
of a new member of this family of bio-based resins. Another (more
environmentally-friendly) process was used for manufacturing algal/
PEI beads (ALPEI) without addition of alginate. The alginate used for
the structuration of the material is only produced by the extraction of
the biopolymer from algal cell wall (Laminaria digitata). In addition, a
sulfonate process is used for preparing sulfonic-bearing ALPEI beads
(i.e., S-ALPEI). The reported affinity of strong acid ion-exchange resins
for REEs justifies the application of the sulfonated bio-based sorbent for
their recovery from aqueous solutions. This new sorbent is tested here
for the sorption of Sc(III), Ce(III) and Ho(III). These metal ions have
been selected for illustrating different families within REEs. Though Sc
(III) is not formally a REE, it is frequently associated with REE family
due to similar physicochemical properties but with much lighter atomic
weight (i.e., 44.956 g mol−1); Ce(III) is representative of light REEs
(LREEs, 140.1165 g mol−1), while Ho(III) is a member of heavy REEs
(HREEs, 164.930 g mol−1). Checking these three metals will help in
evaluating the eventual selectivity of the sorbent within REE family.

In the first part, the sorbent is characterized by SEM and SEM-EDX
analysis, FTIR and XPS spectroscopies, BET surface analysis, thermo-
gravimetric analysis, pHPZC and elemental analysis for the interpreta-
tion of chemical functionalization and the approach of sorption me-
chanisms. In a second step, the sorption properties are studied with
attention to the effect of the pH, the comparison of uptake kinetics (at
different levels of saturation of the sorbent), and the evaluation of
sorption isotherms. This is completed by a study of metal desorption
and the recycling of the sorbent. The selectivity of the sorbent for target
metal ions in the presence of alkali-earth metals is investigated prior to
testing the efficiency of the sorbent for metal recovery from complex
solutions (pre-treated red mud effluent).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Algal biomass (Laminaria digitata) was kindly supplied by Setalg
(Pleubian, France). After grinding, algal biomass was sieved and par-
ticles below 250 µm were used for preparing the raw beads. Branched
polyethylenemine (PEI, 50%, w/w in water), glutaraldehyde (GA, 50%,
w/w in water) and sulfosuccinic acid were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich
(Taufkirchen, Germany). Methanol and poly(ethyleneglycol) diglycidyl
ether (crosslinking agent) were purchased from Shanghai Macklin
Biochemical Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Na2CO3 and CaCl2 were pro-
vided by Chem-Lab NV (Zedelgem, Belgium).

2.2. Sorbent synthesis

2.2.1. Production of Algal/PEI beads (ALPEI) (Scheme 1)
Composite homogeneous algal/PEI beads were prepared by a three-

step procedure: (a) partial alginate extraction from algal biomass, (b)
mixing with PEI solution, and (c) ionotropic gelation. Finally, the beads
were freeze-dried (-52 °C, 0.1 mbar) for two days.



Algal biomass (L. digitata) was grinded and sieved; the fraction
below 250 µm was collected and dispersed (30 g) into 800 mL of
Na2CO3 solution (1% w/w). The suspension was maintained under
agitation at 50 °C for 24 h. This step allows the partial extraction of
alginate contained into the algae. The suspension was then mixed with
5 mL of PEI (50%, w/w); the homogeneous suspension was dropped
into 2 L of CaCl2 solution (1%, w/w). This step consists of the ionotropic
gelation of alginate extracted from algal biomass: carboxylate groups
interact with calcium ions for the jellification of the mixture. The in-
teraction of protonated amine groups of PEI with carboxylate groups
also contributes to stabilize the beads (double interpenetrating net-
work: alginate/PEI and alginate/Ca(II).

2.2.2. Functionalization of ALPEI beads – Sulfonation (S-ALPEI)
Five grams of ALPEI beads were immersed in 90 mL of methanol

containing 25 g of sulfosuccinic acid. The mixture was gently stirred (at
105( ± 5) rpm), at room temperature (i.e., 22 ± 2 °C) for 24 h. In a
second step, 3 mL of poly(ethyleneglycol) diglycidyl ether was added to
the mixture for improving the stability of the sorbent. The reagent was
added drop by drop for 10 min, and the temperature was raised to 70 °C
for 5 h. The sulfonated beads (S-ALPEI) were filtered off, successively
washed with water and methanol, before being freeze dried for 24 h.
The Scheme 1 shows the expected structure of the functionalized ma-
terial. This is inspired by the mechanism of sulfonation described by
Rhim et al. [48] for the sulfonation of poly(vinyl alcohol).

2.3. Sorbent characterization

A Phenom ProX scanning electron microscope (SEM, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Netherlands) was used for the characterization of the morphology
of sorbent beads. The integrated EDX tool of the SEM was used for the semi-
quantitative analysis of sorbent surfaces. A Micromeritics TriStar II
(Norcross, GA, USA) was operated for the textural analysis of the samples
(which were degassed at 100 °C, for 12 h before analysis). More specifically,
the BJH method was used for the quantification of specific surface area and
the determination of the pore size distribution. Elemental analysis was
performed with a Vario EL cube element analyzer (Elementar
Analysensysteme GmbH, Langenselbold, Germany). Thermal analysis of the
sorbents was carried out operating a Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter
(NETZSCH-Gerätebau GmbH, Selb, Germany) (temperature ramp: 10 °C/
min) under nitrogen atmosphere. FTIR spectra were acquired on dried
samples (dispersed into KBr discs) using an IRTracer-100 (Shimadzu, Tokyo,
Japan). An ESCALAB 250XI + instrument (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Inc.,
Waltham, MA, USA) was operated for collecting XPS spectra of the mate-
rials (before and after metal sorption). The pH-drift method was carried out
for determining the pHPZC of the sorbent. The sorbent (100 mg) was mixed
for 48 h with 50 mL of a series of 0.1 M NaCl whose initial pH (pH0) was
controlled between 1 and 11. The final pH (pHeq) was monitored using a
Mettler Toledo pH-meter (Mettler, Colombus, OH, USA). The pHPZC is ob-
tained for unchanged pH (pH0 = pHeq).

2.4. Sorption studies

The study of sorption properties was carried out in batch. The sor-
bent (m, g) was mixed with a volume of solution (V, L) containing
target metal ions (C0, mg L-1 or mmol L-1) at fixed initial pH. The sor-
bent dosage is defined by SD (g L-1) = m/V. The agitation speed was set
at 170 rpm. Standard temperature was 22 ± 2 °C. At equilibrium (or a
fixed contact times for the study of uptake kinetics), samples were
collected, filtrated on filter membrane (pore size: 1.2 µm). The residual
concentration (Ceq, mg L-1 or mmol L-1) was measured using an in-
ductively-coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer (ICP-AES,
ICPS-7510 Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan). The sorption capacity (qeq, mmol
g−1) was deduced from mass balance equation: qeq = (C0-Ceq) × V/m.
For the study of desorption kinetics, the samples were collected at the
end of uptake kinetics and submitted to desorption test. The desorption

was carried out using a 0.2 M HCl/0.5 M CaCl2 solution; the sorbent
dosage was set at 1 g L-1. Samples collected at fixed contact times, were
filtrated and the concentration of target metals was analyzed by ICP-
AES for evaluating desorption yield. The recycling of the sorbent (for
five successive cycles) was tested using the same batch procedures; a
rinsing step was systematically intercalated between each sorption and
desorption step. Full experimental conditions are systematically re-
ported in the caption of the Figures.

Conventional models were used for modeling kinetic profiles (i.e.,
pseudo-first and pseudo second-order rate equations [49], Crank
equation for fitting the resistance to intraparticle diffusion [50]) and
sorption isotherms (i.e., Langmuir, Freundlich and Sips equations,
[51]). The parameters were determined by non-linear regression ana-
lysis using Mathematica® facilities. The fitting of experimental profiles
were compared by the comparison of determination coefficients (which
were calculated through the linear regression analysis of fitted data
against experimental values) and AIC (Akaike information criterion
[52]). The relevant equations are reported in Tables AM 1–2 (see Ad-
ditional Material Section).

2.5. Application to ore leachate

The industrial sample, bearing Sc and REE, was collected form
Jinnao-Ti company in Tengixan, Guangxi (China). This effluent, gen-
erated in the production of red mud, is highly acid (“negative” value);
the pH of the leaching solution was controlled using 0.1/1 M H2SO4 or
NaOH solutions. This complex solution contains several heavy metal
and REEs (i.e., Fe, Al, Zr, Mo, Ti, Zn and REEs) and Si. Their recovery
was investigated using S-ALPEI on a wide pH0 range (i.e., pH 1–5). The
suspension was maintained under agitation for 24 h and 48 h at room
temperature. After filtration (on filter membrane), the residual con-
centration of the metal ions in the solution was analyzed by ICP-AES for
determining sorption capacities, distribution ratios, and selectivity
coefficients. In addition, for sorbents collected at pH0 3, 4 and 5, the
content in the different metals was determined at the surface and in the
core of the beads using semi-quantitative EDX analysis.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Sorbent characterization

3.1.1. Textural properties
The functionalization of ALPEI involves a little increase in the spe-

cific surface area of the sorbent (from 6 to almost 15 m2 g−1, Table
AM3). The porous volume is also increased from 0.0224 cm3 g−1 to
0.058 cm3 g−1. It is noteworthy that the textural characteristics of raw
beads (i.e., ALPEI) are comparable for adsorption and desorption
branches for nitrogen isotherms. This is not the case for functionalized
material (i.e., S-ALPEI) the BJH desorption cumulative area is about
twice the value found for adsorption compared with desorption branch
(28.64 vs. 15.51 m2 g−1). Similar increases were observed for other
criterion, such as BJH cumulative volume of pores (increased from
0.055 to 0.061 cm3 g−1). This is a direct consequence of the drastic
change in BJH average pore width: 84.6 Å for desorption branch vs.
143 Å for adsorption branch. This difference between the two sorbents
is clearly confirmed by the N2 isotherm curves (Figure AM1). For ALPEI,
the adsorption isotherms can be considered a Type IIa isotherm ac-
cording Rouquerol classification (with limited hysteresis loop, HL). On
the opposite hand, the strong and typical hysteresis loop for adsorp-
tion/desorption branches mean that the material follows the Type IIb
classification [53,54]. The hysteresis loop is associated with the so-
called type B, which is described by slit shaped pores, while the original
material has a more regular hysteresis loop (qualified as Type A) where
the pores are generally described as cylindrical pores. The grafting of
sulfonic groups, through the reaction with sulfosuccinic acid, and/or
the reaction with the crosslinking agent cause significant changes in the
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textural properties of the materials, which in turn, may influence the
accessibility of reactive groups. According IUPAC classification, the
sorbent can be considered macroporous; these macropores may also
explain the weak porous volume (i.e., 0.024–0.058 cm3 g−1).

3.1.2. Thermogravimetric analysis
The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and the derivative thermo-

gram (DTG) of both ALPEI and S-ALPEI are summarized in Figure AM2.
The TGA curves for the two materials show a first step (below
192–194 °C) that corresponds to the loss of physically adsorbed water
(about 10–7.6% weight loss). In the case of ALPEI, a series of wavelets is
observed between 194 and 887 °C; corresponding to valleys (or
shoulders) on the DTG curve (at 243.14 °C, 320.71 °C, and 427.59 °C).
The weight loss is associated with different modes of degradation cor-
responding to the decomposition of the amine groups PEI (below
250 °C), followed by the decomposition of the double-network frame of
alginate/PEI and alginate/Ca(II) [55], below 375 °C. In the range
375–500 °C, the depolymerization of alginate and PEI occurs, together
with the char formation. New decomposition is observed above 690 °C;
this is associated with the char decomposition (deep valley observed at
785.35 °C on DTG curve). The total weight loss is close to 68.5%.

In the case of S-ALPEI, the degradation profile is much less marked:
the wavelets are more difficult to detect. Similar observation was re-
ported by Akköz et al. [56] in the case of sulfonated-agriculture waste.
The DTG shows a shoulder at 152.84 °C (water release) and three val-
leys at 229.84, 293.91 and 370.89 °C; the corresponding temperatures
are lower than in the case of ALPEI. It is noteworthy that the deep valley
observed during the decomposition of the char for ALPEI almost dis-
appears for S-ALPEI. The decomposition of the sulfonated sorbent is
more progressive and the total weight loss increases to 73.81% (about
5% more than for raw beads). The functionalization of the sorbent
slightly decreases the thermal stability of the material. In the case of
Amberlyst 15 (strong cation exchanger), Fan et al. [57] reported the
decomposition of sulfonic groups in the temperature range 200–400 °C.

3.1.3. FTIR spectroscopy
Figure AM3 shows the comparison of FTIR spectra of ALPEI and S-

ALPEI on the most representative wavenumber ranges, while Figure
AM4a-c shows the FTIR spectra for the sorbent before and after metal
sorption, after metal desorption and after five successive cycles of
sorption and desorption. The composition of the ALPEI sorbent (algal
biomass, PEI) and the mode of fabrication (calcium carbonate used for
alginate extraction) may explain the diversity of reactive groups ap-
pearing on the spectrum of the raw material. More specifically, –NH,
–OH, –COOH and quaternary N groups can be identified (Table AM4),
in addition to residual carbonate. The sulfonation of the raw beads
induces substantial changes associated with the appearance of a series
of new bonds, including C-S, O-S, -SO3H and SO4

2-, while other signals
disappear being involved in grafting mechanism (–OH at 686 cm−1) or
being affected by experimental conditions (disappearance of carbonate
signals at 1417 cm−1 and 873 cm−1).

The broad band between 3600 cm−1 and 3250 cm−1 corresponds to
the overlap of –NH and –OH stretching vibrations [58,59]. This signal is
poorly affected by the sulfonation of the raw material. On the opposite
hand, after metal sorption (regardless of the metal), the FWHM (full
width at half maximum) appears to be increased, while after desorption
(or after the cycles of sorption and desorption) the signal tends to be
restored. This means that –NH and/or –OH groups are probably in-
volved in metal binding.

The peaks in the range 2990–2850 cm−1 correspond to asymmetric
C–H stretch and symmetric stretching vibrations of aliphatic methyl
and methylene groups [60]; these groups are poorly reactive and they
are not affected significantly by neither sorbent sulfonation nor metal
sorption.

A new band appears at 1736 cm−1; this band is assigned to C = O
ester (present on sulfosuccinic acid) and confirms the successful
grafting of sulfonic-based compound [48]. The peaks at 1623 cm−1 (for
ALPEI) and 1632 cm−1 (for S-ALPEI) correspond to the overlap of
C = O of amide groups [60].
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The sulfonation of ALPEI is followed by the appearance of a wide
band (multi peaks) centered at around 1513 cm−1, which is assigned to
the overlapping of the stretching of –C = N- opening with –NH signal
from primary and secondary amine bending vibrations: these amine
groups are involved in sulfosuccinic acid grafting. After metal sorption,
this band is slightly shifted or disappears. After metal elution and after
5 successive cycles of sorption and desorption, this wide multi-band
reappears; this confirms that these groups are involved in metal binding
and that the sorbent is efficiently regenerated after metal desorption.
The peak at 1385 cm−1 (for ALPEI) and 1382 cm−1 (for S-ALPEI) is
usually assigned to N+ [46] that forms ionic bonds with carboxylate or
carbonate in ALPEI or with sulfate in S-ALPEI.

A series of peaks (at 1138 cm−1 and 1227 cm−1) are assigned to
–OH vibration (and associated with sulfosuccinic acid grafting). The
sulfonation is also clearly identified by the appearance of the peak at
832–813 cm−1, which is assigned to C-O-S stretching vibration [61,62],
and the appearance of a new peak at 518 cm−1, attributed to C-S bond
[62].

Sulfonation probably involves interactions with both –OH and –NH
groups. The interactions of REEs with S-ALPEI are characterized by (a)
the relative decrease in intensities of the peaks associated with SO3H,
OH, NH and COO– functional groups (Figure AM4), and (b) the small
shifts in their relevant bands (Table AM5). This means that the binding
of REEs may involve numerous types of different bonds. The figures also
show that the modifications of the spectra are reversible during metal
desorption: the main bands are restored. This confirms both the effi-
cient desorption of the metals and the stability of the reactive groups.
This stability of the sorbent is also demonstrated by the remarkable
stability of the FTIR spectra after the sorbent was submitted to five
successive cycles of sorption and desorption (Figure AM4 and Tables
AM4 and AM5).

3.1.4. XPS spectroscopy
Fig. 1 compares the XPS survey spectra of ALPEI, and S- ALPEI

(before and after metal sorption from multi-component solutions).The
grafting of sulfonic groups is logically associated to the appearance of a
new band at binding energy (BE) ≈ 168.5–169 eV, assigned to S 2p
signal [63], while the intensity of Ca 2p signal strongly decreases. The
experimental procedure for the grafting of sulfonic groups involves the
ion exchange of Ca(II) with protons. The effective binding of REEs on S-
ALPEI is confirmed by the presence of most significant signals: Sc 2p at
≈ 399–400 eV, Ce 4s at 289.7 eV, and Ho 4d at 163.3 eV. It is note-
worthy that these peaks are very close to other bands for N 1s, C 1s and
S 2p, respectively.

Figure AM5 shows the high-resolution XPS spectra (HRES) of se-
lected signals for ALPEI, S-ALPEI and REE-loaded sorbent. The func-
tionalization of ALPEI is followed by the significant increase of the in-
tensity of the band at 400.6 eV that corresponds to tertiary amine, and
the formation of a small band assigned to quaternary ammonium salt at
402.15 eV [64]. After the sorption of REEs, the intensity of tertiary
amine decreases while the band assigned to quaternary ammonium is
shifted to 401.6 eV, with a significant increase of its intensity. This
observation confirms the contribution of amine groups in the binding of
REEs onto S-ALPEI. The HRES spectrum for O 1s signal is also affected
by the changes brought to the sorbent. On ALPEI, the main peak is
detected at 530.75 eV (assigned to O bonds with N, C and H elements);
the second deconvolution peak is observed at 532.3 eV. After sulfona-
tion, the spectrum is marked by the shift (and the decrease in intensity)
of the main peak to 531.4 eV, while the intensity of the band at
532.15 eV is increased, probably due to the formation of new O-S
bonds. After REE sorption, the HRES spectrum is poorly changed, the
shoulder on the composite spectrum at ~ 532 eV is apparently widened
and little increased. More interesting are the observations associated
with S 2p band. A flat and poorly resolved band appears at 167.75 eV
(which may represent the convolution of the two components S 2p1/2

and S 2p3/2, [65]) on ALPEI spectrum; the weak content of S (see below)
provided by fucoidan into algal biomass may explain the weak intensity
of the signal. Obviously, the sulfonation of the sorbent increases the
density of S groups making the S 2p spectrum more exploitable. An
intense and broad band is observed at 167.75 eV (convolution of the
spin–orbit components for oxidized form of S) ; the band is asymmetric
due to the presence of sulfate (with much lower intensity) identified by
two peaks at 168.25 eV and 169.05 eV [66]. After REE sorption, the
intensities of sulfate peaks tend to decrease (associated with a little
shift). Therefore, the broad peak (convolution of spin–orbit components
for main S signal) is shifted to 167.55 eV and it becomes symmetric. It is
another confirmation of the contribution of sulfonic groups in the
binding of REEs.

3.1.5. Elemental analysis
Table 1 shows the elemental analysis of both ALPEI and S-ALPEI.

The efficient sulfonation is demonstrated by the increase in O and S
contents. ALPEI beads naturally contains sulfur due to the presence of
fucoidan in the wall of L. digitata [67 68]; however, the biopolymer
fraction (which depends on seasonal variations, part of the algae, col-
lect location, etc.) remains very low in the raw support [69]. The
functionalization of the beads increased the content from 0.32% (i.e.,
0.100 mmol S g−1) to 3.08% (i.e., 0.961 mmol S g−1). The grafting of
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–SO3 groups is also followed by an increase on O content (from 23.71 to
25.20 mmol O g−1). It is noteworthy that the total of C, H, O, N and S
fractions reaches only 98.26%. This means that other elements re-
present a non-negligible fraction of the sorbent. This is confirmed by
EDX semi-quantitative analysis (Table AM6): traces of Cl element (io-
notropic gelation of alginate chains) and Na element (extraction of al-
ginate from algal biomass) are found. However, the most important
impurity is Ca (final ionotropic gelation of the algal/PEI sorbent). The
semi-quantitative analysis of the raw beads before extensive washing
show a very high content of Ca (i.e., almost 18%, wt.) that could ex-
plain the missing part in the elemental analysis of these beads (total
CHONS percentage: 86.42%). The washing of raw beads (ALPEIR) is a
critical step in the production of S-ALPEI. The SEM views demonstrates
the roughness of the surface of the beads and the scaffold structure of
the sorbent (apparent porosity) (Table AM6b). Table AM6c shows that
the materials are heterogeneous while comparing the semi-quantitative
analysis of the surfaces and the crosscut sections:

(a) in ALPEI: higher density of Ca (due to ionotropic gelation) and
lower density of N on the external layers,

(b) in S-ALPEI: higher sulfonation of the surface of the beads (decreased
atomic percentage in the crosscut section).

The sulfonation of ALPEI is followed by a substantial decrease of Ca
(both at the surface and in the core of the beads), while the O content
significantly increases (associated with O from sulfonate). It is note-
worthy that the extensive washing of the raw beads removed a great
amount of Ca (in excess during the ionotropic gelation step, Table
AM6a).

3.1.6. Surface charge - pHPZC
Figure AM6 compares the pH variation for ALPEI and S-ALPEI while

applying the pH-drift method for the determination of their pHPZC va-
lues. The functionalization of the ALPEI strongly affects the acid-base
properties of the material: the pHPZC decreases from 7.35 to 2.86. This
result demonstrates that the grafting of sulfonic groups on the sorbent is
highly effective. This also means that the surface of ALPEI is positively
charged on a large pH range, contrary to S-ALPEI: the sulfonate anionic
groups predominate above pH 2.86. The sorption of cationic species
(REE3+) by electrostatic attraction is strongly favored for S-ALPEI,
while the electrostatic repulsion limits cation sorption on ALPEI. The
sorption of metal cations on ALPEI is thus expected to be limited to:

(a) chelation on free carboxylate groups from alginate (pKas of
carboxylic groups in mannuronic and guluronic acid: 3.38 and 3.65,
respectively [70]) or free primary amine groups (pKas of amine groups:
4.5 (primary), 6.7 (secondary) and 11.6 (tertiary) [71]), or

(b) ion-exchange with protonated groups (under the control of
proton excess at low pH).

Similar strong shift in pHPZC was reported for the sulfonation of
agriculture wastes (hawthorn kernel) from 7 to 3.9 [56]. Urbano and
Rivas [72] reported a pHPZC close to 3.4 for montmorillonite-poly-
styrene sulfonate/polyacrylamide glycolic acid composite.

3.2. Sorption studies

3.2.1. pH effect
Fig. 2 compares the effect of pH on the sorption of Sc(III), Ce(III)

and Ho(III) for ALPEI and S-ALPEI. Regardless of the metal, the sorption
capacity for ALPEI progressively increases from pH 1 to pH 5: from 0.01
to 0.04 mmol g−1 for Ce(III) and Ho(III), and from 0.05 mmol to
0.2 mmol g−1 for Sc(III). For ALPEI, the sorption capacity is increased 4
times while increasing the pH and the sorption capacity is about 5 times
higher for Sc(III) than for other REEs. Increasing the pH above 3.7 leads
to the deprotonation of carboxylic groups (on the alginate fraction of
the algal biomass) and reduces the protonation of free primary amines
groups of PEI in the raw sorbent. This potentially enhances the binding
of REEs on these two types of reactive groups. In the case of S-ALPEI,
the beneficial effect of pH is even increased, especially for Sc(III) and Ce
(III). Between pH 1 and 1.75, the sorption capacity remains close to
0.12 mmol Sc g−1 (0.05 mmol g−1 for Ce(III) and Ho(III)), before in-
creasing up to 0.2 mmol Ho g−1 at pH 4 (comparable with ALPEI),
0.3 mmol Ce g−1 (little more than ALPEI). For Sc(III), the improvement
in sorption capacity is strongly increased, up to 1.2 mmol Sc g−1 (six
times) after sulfonation. Actually, the strong increase in sorption ca-
pacities occurs when pH > pHPZC.

Figure AM7 shows the speciation diagrams for Ho(III), Ce(III) and
Sc(III) under the experimental conditions used for the study of pH

Sorbent C(%) H(%) O(%) N(%) N(mmol g−1) S(%) S(mmol g−1)

ALPEIR 35.77 12.86 35.06 2.46 1.756 0.27 0.084
ALPEI 44.52 12.89 37.94 2.59 1.849 0.32 0.010
S-ALPEI 38.85 14.99 40.32 2.41 1.721 3.08 0.961

ALPEIR: ALPEI beads before extensive washing.
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Fig. 2. Effect of pH on REE(III) sorption using S-ALPEI (a) and ALPEI (b) (C0:
100 mg L-1; or 2.3 mmol Sc L-1, 0.72 mmol Ce L-1, 0.65 mmol Ho L-1; Sorbent
dosage, SD: 166 mg L-1; contact time: 48 h; T: 22 ± 2 °C; agitation speed:
170 rpm).

Table 1
Elemental analysis of sorbents (wt. %, and molar units for N and S elements).



4) may explain the higher sorption compared with other REEs.
The distribution coefficient (defined as D (L g−1) = qeq / Ceq) in-

creases linearly, in log units, with pH (Figure AM8): the slope, which
corresponds to the stoichiometric of proton exchange in ion-exchange
processes, varies between 0.12 for Ce(III) and Ho(III) and 0.17 for Sc
(III) in the case of ALPEI. In the case of S-ALPEI, higher slopes are re-
ported: +0.43 for Ho(III), +0.62 for Sc(III) and + 0.75 for Ce(III).
These slopes are linearly correlated with the electronegativity of these
metal ions in water (χaq) (Table AM7, [73]): slope = 2.57 – 0.63 χaq

(R2: 0.985). This higher sensitivity to pH is directly correlated to the
grafting of anionic sulfonic groups. This is also confirmed by Figure
AM9 that summarizes the pH variation during metal sorption for the
two systems. The pH remains remarkably stable with ALPEI: the var-
iation does not exceed 0.3 pH unit. The pH variations are significantly
more marked with S-ALPEI: by less than 0.5 units between pH0 1 and 3,
and by 0.5–1 pH unit at pH0 4 and 5. These pH variations are consistent
with the ΔpH values reported with metal-free solutions (during pHPZC

determinations), and with the ion-exchange properties reinforced by
the grating of strong cation exchanger groups.

In the case of Ce(III) ion-exchange with the sulfonic-bearing com-
mercial resin Dowex 50 W X8, Miller et al. [36] discuss the binding
mechanism through the comparison of the effect of counter-anions
(more specifically sulfate vs. nitrate anions). They suggested that the
sorption process consists of three steps: (a) hydration of H+ in the resin,
(b) ion interaction of the counter anion bound to REE with the ionic
sites H3O+, followed by (c) the ion-exchange of H3O+ and REE3+.
Sorption of cerium in sulfate media is enhanced by 15% compared with
nitrate media; they explained this difference by the change in the co-
ordination mode: Ce3+/SO4

2- coordinates to two R-SO3
- sites contrary

to Ce3+/NO3
– that requires three R-SO3

- sites. It is supposed that similar
reasons may explain the differences in the sorption capacities for Sc(III)
(almost exclusively present as sulfate species) against Ho(III) and Ce
(III) (which only forms sulfate species in acidic solutions, with in-
creasing fraction of free REE3+ when pH increases).

3.2.2. Uptake kinetics
Under selected experimental conditions (especially sorption dosage

and range of metal concentration), the equilibrium is reached within
20–40 min, depending on the metal (Figs. 3a-c). The superimposition of
the curves show that the sorption performances are reproducible. While
increasing metal concentration, the time required to reach the equili-
brium slightly decreases: the higher external concentration leads to
higher driving force, faster saturation of the reactive groups at the
surface of the sorbent and earlier equilibrium between the solid and
liquid phases. The large mesoporosity of the sorbent can explain the
relatively fast mass transfer observed with S-ALPEI. The mass transfer
may be controlled by resistances to film diffusion and to intraparticle
diffusion, in addition to the proper reaction rate (which may be mod-
eled using the pseudo-first order, PFORE, or the pseudo-second order
rate equation, PSORE). PFORE is usually associated with physical
sorption, while the PSORE is supposed to correspond to a chemical
sorption mechanism. Recently, Hubbe et al. [74] discussed the limita-
tions associated to pseudo-second order rate equation: first, they
pointed out the misuse of this equation when appropriate experimental
conditions are not applied (especially, the limited variation of the

concentration of the solute in the solution). They also concluded that, in
many cases, the PSORE selection is inferred to a control of mass transfer
by resistance to intraparticle diffusion. Simonin [75] also pointed out
the critical impact of the selection of experimental procedures (in-
cluding the distribution of experimental points) on the relative quality
of PFORE and PSORE fits, which, in turn, influences the appropriate-
ness of selection criteria. It is thus important keeping a critical eye on
the conclusions raised while comparing statistical fits.

The different equations summarized on Table AM2 were used for
fitting kinetic profiles (using non-linear regression analysis); Tables 2a-
c reports the values of the parameters for the different REEs and for
different metal concentrations. The values of the determination coeffi-
cients (R2) and the comparison of the calculated and experimental va-
lues for the sorption capacity at equilibrium (C(t)fitted/C0 vs. C(t)exp/C0)
demonstrate that the pseudo-first order rate equation is more
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Fig. 3a. Sc(III) uptake kinetics at pH0 5 using S-ALPEI – Modeling with the
PFORE (C0: 0.25, 2.35 and 11.4 mmol Sc L-1; SD: 0.25 g L-1; pHeq: 3.8–3.4; T:
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effect. Holmium and cerium follow very close species distribution with 
predominance of monovalent cationic sulfate species (i.e., HoSO4

+ and 
CeSO4

+) at pH 1–2; the fraction of free REE3+ progressively increases 
(and tends to approach the fraction of metal sulfate), while other spe-
cies are negligible. In the case of Sc(III), the fraction of ScSO4

+ remains 
higher than 75% in the pH range 1–4.2; other species are essentially 
represented in acidic region by the anionic species (Sc(SO4)2-, in very 
acidic solutions) and free Sc3+ species. The coexistence of monovalent 
and trivalent cationic species makes complex in the interpretation of 
sorption mechanism. For scandium, the large predominance of the 
monovalent sulfate cation on the whole pH range of the study (i.e., pH



appropriate for modeling the kinetic profiles. The sorption rate is pro-
portional to the number of free sorption sites at the surface of the
sorbent. This is generally confirmed by the AIC values; in most cases,
the lowest (negative) AIC values are obtained for the PFORE.

As expected, increasing metal concentration increases the sorption
capacity at equilibrium. The ranges of concentrations have been se-
lected for describing different levels of saturation of the sorbent. The
quality of the fit increases with metal concentration (and sorbent sa-
turation). The apparent rate coefficient (k1) does not show a clear
evolution with metal concentration. However, it is possible observing
that k1 varies according:

(a) for Sc(III) between 8.6 × 10-2 min−1 and 16.5 × 10-2 min−1,
(b) for Ce(III) between 6.0 × 10-2 min−1 and 17.1 × 10-2 min−1, and
(c) for Ho(III) between 6.1 × 10-2 min−1 and 13.0 × 10-2 min−1.

This means that the uptake kinetics for the three REEs are very si-
milar: the separation of the three metal ions cannot be operated
through kinetic-based process. This is confirmed by the comparison of
the effective diffusivity coefficients: 1.47–1.82 × 10-8 m2 min−1 for Sc
(III), 1.04–2.76 × 10-8 m2 min−1 for Ce(III) and 1.15–2.07 × 10-8 m2

min−1 for Ho(III). The effective diffusivities are of the same order of
magnitude for the three REEs and very close from their molecular dif-
fusivity in water (i.e., 3.44 × 10-8 m2 min−1 for Sc(III), 1.04 × 10-8 m2

min−1 for Ce(III) and 1.15 × 10-8 m2 min−1 for Ho(III)). These values
confirm that the large mesoporosity of the sorbents limits the effect of
the resistance to intraparticle diffusion and that the kinetic profiles are
essentially controlled by the proper reaction rate (i.e., PFORE). The
three REEs have very close behaviors. In order to evaluate their in-
trinsic specificities, uptake kinetics were also performed with multi-
component solutions (containing the same mass concentration; i.e.,
100 mg metal L-1 of each REE, Fig. 4a, and at equimolar molar
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concentrations; i.e., 0.25 mmol metal L-1, Fig. 4b). From Fig. 4b, it
seems that cerium requires a little longer contact time for reaching the
equilibrium. The values of apparent rate coefficient for PFORE (i.e., k1)
and the effective diffusivity coefficient are of the same order of mag-
nitude than for mono-component solutions. Table 2d-e confirms that
the mass transfer rates can be ranked according: Ho(III) > Sc(III) >
Ce(III). This ranking cannot be correlated to ionic radius of REEs: Ce
(III) (1.196 Å) > Ho(III) (1.015 Å) > Sc(IIII) (0.87 Å), nor their
molecular diffusivity (×10-8 m2 min−1) in water: Ce(III) (3.72) > Ho
(III) (3.53) > Sc(IIII) (3.44). Based on the large size of mesopores, the
steric hindrance and the resistance to intraparticle diffusion are not
controlling the mass transfer of REEs.

3.2.3. Sorption isotherms
The sorption isotherms are plotted on Fig. 5 for Sc(III), Ce(III) and

Ho(III) removal from mono-component solutions at initial pH 5 (equi-
librium pH: 3.4–3.9) using S-ALPEI. As a comparison, Figure AM10

shows the sorption isotherms for ALPEI under similar conditions. The
different curves are characterized by a weak initial slope; the pro-
gressive increase in sorption capacity tends to a saturation plateau,
reached for a residual metal concentration close to 2–3 mmol metal L-1

for Ce(III) and Ho(III) and up to 7 mmol Sc L-1 for Sc(III), in the case of
S-ALPEI. The weak slopes mean that the sorbent has weak affinity for
target metal ions. The saturation plateau is significantly higher for
scandium (i.e., 2.61 mmol Sc g−1) than for cerium (i.e., 0.61 mmol Ce
g−1) and holmium (i.e., 0.53 mmol Ho g−1). This is consistent with the
results commented on the influence of pH. Table AM7 reports a series of
physicochemical parameters and it is not possible finding a clear cor-
relation between their variations and the maximum sorption capacities.
The sorption properties are probably more controlled by the differences
in the speciation behavior of the three REEs. For ALPEI, the sorption
isotherms follow the same trend with saturation plateaus at much lower
sorption capacities: 0.077 mmol Ho g−1, 0.12 mmol Ce g−1 and
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0.37 mmol Sc g−1. It is noteworthy that for ALPEI the saturation plateau
was not systematically reached in the range of concentrations in-
vestigated for S-ALPEI (Figure AM10). The enhancement of sorption
properties associated with sulfonation of the sorbent, already demon-
strated in the study of pH effect, is emphasized by the comparison of
maximum sorption capacities (> 7 times for scandium).

Figure AM11 shows an example of comparison for the modeling Sc
(III) sorption isotherms on S-ALPEI. The Langmuir equation roughly fits
the sorption isotherm in the whole range of concentrations; however,
the initial section of the curve underestimates the sorption capacities.
The Freundlich equation fails to fit the initial section and more speci-
fically the saturation plateau; this is obviously explained by the power-
like form of the equation, which is not appropriate for modeling the
saturation of the sorbent. The Sips equation, which includes a third-

adjustable parameter, obviously fits better experimental profiles
(especially in the initial section of the curve). This is confirmed, in most
cases, by the R2 and AIC values (Table 3). However, this mathematical
model cannot be directly connected to physicochemical mechanism,
contrary to the mechanistic Langmuir equation. This model is thus
preferred for fitting data in Fig. 5. However, Table 3 summarizes the
parameters for the three models (considering individually the dupli-
cates and the cumulative data for replicates). The sorption capacities at
saturation of the monolayer (i.e., qm,L) slightly overestimates the ex-
perimental values (by 18–15 %). The coefficient bL in the Langmuir
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Fig. 6. Selectivity coefficients for Sc(III) (a), Ce(III), and Ho(III) sorption
against other metal ions (REEs and alkali-earth Ca(II) and Mg(II) metal ions) as
a function of equilibrium pH (equimolar metal concentrations: 1 mmol L-1; SD:
2 g L-1; T: 22 ± 2 °C; contact time: 48 h; agitation speed: 170 rpm).



C0: (mmol Sc L-1) 0.25 2.36 11.4
Model Parameter Series #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2

Exp. qeq (mmol Sc g−1) 0.305 0.333 1.25 1.31 2.68 2.83
PFORE qeq,1 (mmol Sc g−1) 0.306 0.326 1.32 1.35 2.80 2.96

k1 × 102 (min−1) 14.1 16.5 8.58 9.82 10.7 10.6
R2 0.991 0.973 0.983 0.995 0.983 0.983
AIC −97.0 −85.7 −106.2 −117.3 −122.4 −120.7

PSORE qeq,2 (mmol Sc g−1) 0.358 0.368 1.67 1.68 3.46 3.66
k2 × 102 (L mmol−1 min−1) 47.5 62.3 5.05 5.97 3.17 2.96
R2 0.984 0.988 0.971 0.983 0.961 0.962
AIC −89.9 −95.6 −100.6 −104.4 −114.0 −112.4

RIDE De × 108 (m2 min−1) 1.81 1.97 1.47 1.58 1.83 1.82
R2 0.985 0.990 0.964 0.979 0.962 0.962
AIC −91.3 −101.1 −98.2 −101.1 −114.0 −112.3

Table 2b
Parameters of models for Ce(III) uptake kinetics.

C0: (mmol Ce L-1) 0.25 0.72 3.6
Model Parameter Series #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2

Exp. qeq (mmol Ce g−1) 0.203 0.212 0.315 0.327 0.587 0.573
PFORE qeq,1 (mmol Ce g−1) 0.223 0.226 0.329 0.337 0.602 0.581

k1 × 102 (min−1) 6.02 7.54 10.7 11.4 12.6 17.1
R2 0.989 0.984 0.987 0.995 0.995 0.997
AIC −102.1 −97.1 −111.6 −117.7 −145.2 −151.3

PSORE qeq,2 (mmol Ce g−1) 0.301 0.292 0.405 0.410 0.717 0.666
k2 × 102 (L mmol−1 min−1) 17.3 24.3 27.2 29.9 20.0 32.1
R2 0.986 0.978 0.967 0.979 0.980 0.978
AIC −98.9 −93.2 −101.9 −105.6 −130.3 −130.4

RIDE De × 108 (m2 min−1) 1.04 1.23 1.76 1.83 2.10 2.76
R2 0.970 0.968 0.967 0.979 0.983 0.985
AIC −88.9 −88.0 −101.4 −105.6 −131.8 −135.6

Table 2c
Parameters of models for Ho(III) uptake kinetics.

C0: (mmol Ho L-1) 0.25 0.60 3.0
Model Parameter Series #1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2

Exp. qeq (mmol Ho g−1) 0.153 0.164 0.204 0.210 0.538 0.556
PFORE qeq,1 (mmol Ho g−1) 0.151 0.160 0.228 0.237 0.544 0.560

k1 × 102 (min−1) 9.54 9.51 6.08 6.06 12.6 13.0
R2 0.965 0.977 0.980 0.984 0.997 0.998
AIC −95.8 −100.5 −111.4 −115.2 −150.4 −153.8

PSORE qeq,2 (mmol Ho g−1) 0.181 0.195 0.314 0.324 0.645 0.660
k2 × 102 (L mmol−1 min−1) 62.8 54.1 15.9 15.6 22.9 23.3
R2 0.977 0.985 0.969 0.974 0.989 0.993
AIC −101.9 −106.5 −106.9 −110.4 −136.2 −140.2

RIDE De × 108 (m2 min−1) 1.36 1.30 1.18 1.15 2.05 2.07
R2 0.978 0.984 0.953 0.959 0.991 0.995
AIC −106.1 −109.7 −100.8 −104.1 −137.9 −141.7

Table 2d
Parameters of models for RE(III) uptake kinetics (multi-component solutions: ≈
100 mg REE(III) L-1).

Metal ion Sc(III) Ce(III) Ho(III)

C0 (mmol L-1) 2.24 0.706 0.617
Experimental qeq (mmol g−1) 0.691 0.135 0.091
PFORE qeq,1 (mmol g−1) 0.728 0.138 0.093

k1 × 102 (min−1) 9.31 9.91 14.1
R2 0.984 0.983 0.987
AIC −118.0 −128.4 −137.1

PSORE qeq,2 (mmol g−1) 0.911 0.168 0.109
k2 × 102 (L mmol−1 min−1) 10.3 66.4 152
R2 0.969 0.982 0.965
AIC −110.8 −128.7 −126.3

RIDE De × 108 (m2 min−1) 1.62 1.68 2.32
R2 0.966 0.981 0.972
AIC −106.5 −126.8 −126.9

Table 2e
Parameters of models for RE(III) uptake kinetics (multi-component solutions: ≈
0.25 mM REE(III) L-1).

Metal ion Sc(III) Ce(III) Ho(III)

Experimental qeq (mmol g−1) 0.268 0.111 0.066
PFORE qeq,1 (mmol g−1) 0.272 0.113 0.064

k1 × 102 (min−1) 12.6 6.9 21.2
R2 0.962 0.946 0.974
AIC −82.8 −96.5 −118.9

PSORE qeq,2 (mmol g−1) 0.325 0.140 0.071
k2 × 102 (L mmol−1 min−1) 43.6 53.3 40.3
R2 0.951 0.953 0.986
AIC −79.9 −99.6 −126.4

RIDE De × 108 (m2 min−1) 1.73 1.09 2.67
R2 0.950 0.951 0.984
AIC −78.0 −100.2 −122.8

Table 2a
Parameters of models for Sc(III) uptake kinetics.



equation is correlated to the affinity of the sorbent for target metal. The
variations of the affinity coefficient do not follow the trends observed
for the maximum sorption capacities: Ce(III) [2.35 L mmol−1] > Ho
(III) [1.88 L mmol−1] > Sc(III) [0.56 L mmol−1]. It is noteworthy that
the affinity coefficient is consistently increasing with the M−O distance
and ionic radius and decreasing with the hydration free energy of se-
lected metal ions (see Table AM7).

Figure AM12 reports the ln plots of the distribution coefficients vs.
the residual concentrations (mol metal L-1). The slopes for the three
REEs were very close (ranging between −1.24 and −1.31), while the
ordinate intercept values confirm the very similar profiles for cerium
and holmium (-4.74 and −4.76) about one order of magnitude lower
than scandium (-3.77).

Table 4 compares for the three REEs the sorption performances

(selected pH, equilibrium time, Langmuir parameters) of S-ALPEI with
literature data. At selected pH, the sorbent shows superior quality to
most of reported materials for Sc(III), with the exception of Q-APEI that
shows a little higher sorption capacity (i.e., qm,L: 4 mmol Sc g−1) and
higher affinity (i.e., 1.26 L mmol−1) but with worst mass transfer
performance (equilibrium achieved within 90 min instead of 40 min)
[46]. In the case of Ce(III), many sorbents show higher sorption per-
formances, including biosorbents like crab shells [76], citrus peel and
grapefruit peels [77,78] or brown algae [79]. Sorption properties are
comparable to an aminophosphonic acid grafted carbon [80]. However,
this is HKUST-1, a metal–organic framework (copper benezene-1,3,5-
tricarboxylate), that shows outstanding properties for Ce(III) with
maximum sorption capacity as high as 2.47 mmol Ce g−1 (with high
affinity coefficient), though much longer contact time is required for
reaching the equilibrium (i.e., about 8 h) [81]. Although S-ALPEI shows
lower sorption performance for Ho(III) removal compared with other
REEs, the sorption performance is significantly better than the values
reported for alternative sorbents, (the double of the sorption capacity
reported by TVEX-PHOR [82]). The literature on Ho(III) is less abun-
dant than for other REEs and the experimental conditions are very
different; the strict comparison is consequently more difficult; anyway,
the maximum sorption capacity and the kinetic data demonstrate that
S-ALPEI is a promising sorbent for the recovery of Ho(III) from aqueous
solutions.

The comparison of sorption performances under similar experi-
mental conditions (similar optimum pH) shows that the sorption of Sc
(III), Ce(III) and Ho(III) is a little faster for S-ALPEI compared with
Dowex 50X8 and Dowex HCR (S/S), two commercial resins bearing the
same reactive groups (i.e., sulfonic moieties). Both the equilibrium
times and the model parameters confirm this enhancement of mass
transfer properties (see Annex in Supplementary Information). The
comparison of sorption isotherms also confirm the superiority of the S-
ALPEI beads, especially for Sc(III): the maximum sorption capacity is
increased by 60%. For Ce(III) and Ho(III), the sorption capacities are
also little higher (about 20%). The affinity coefficients are also superior
for S-ALPEI compared with Dowex resins. This comparison confirms the
promising perspectives opened by this new material.

Figure AM13 shows the semi-quantitative analysis of the sorbent
after the sorption of REEs from mono-component solutions and from
multi-component equimolar solutions. These results confirm the higher
sorption of REEs according the sequence: Sc(III) > Ce(III) > Ho(III).
Obviously, REE/S molar ratio follows the same ranking: 0.210 (Sc) >
0.145 (Ce) > 0.095 (Ho). In the case of sorbent loading from multi-
component equimolar solution, the molar ratio ΣREEs/S is close to
0.296; the distribution between the three REEs being: 64.3% for Sc(III),
24.4% for Ce(III) and only 11.3% for Ho(III). These results confirm the
strong preference of the sorbent for Sc(III). This will be confirmed by
more complete study of selectivity coefficients (see below).

3.2.4. Sorption mechanism
Summarizing the information collected through FTIR analysis, the

study of pH effect (in relation with pHPZC) and some observations on
XPS survey and EDX semi-quantititive analyses, it is possible identifying
different modes of interaction between reactive groups present on the
functionalized sorbent. This material is constituted of different func-
tional groups present on the two polymers: carboxylic groups (from
alginate), amine groups (from PEI), and the grafted sulfonic groups, in
addition to the other compounds present (at lesser extent) in the bio-
mass of Laminaria digitata (including fucoidan and sulfonic fucntions,
proteins etc.). The typical bands of sulfonic, hydroxyl, amine and car-
boxylic groups appear to be influenced by (a) decrease in the relative
intensity, and/or (b) shift in wavenumber after metal sorption. The
direct or cooperative interactions between these reactive groups con-
tribute to varying extent to metal sorption, depending on the pH (and
the deprotonation of relevant reactive groups). Therefore, depending on
the pH different mechanisms of binding may be involved: ion exchange

Model Parameter #1 #2 Cumul.

Experimental qm (mmol Sc g−1) 2.68 2.61 2.68
Langmuir qm,L (mmol Sc g−1) 3.21 3.12 3.16

bL (L mmol−1) 0.57 0.54 0.56
R2 0.991 0.986 0.985
AIC −42.4 −38.1 −79.4

Freundlich kF 1.21 1.15 1.18
nF 2.62 2.61 2.61
R2 0.982 0.986 0.969
AIC −36.6 −40.7 −76.8

Sips qm,S (mmol Sc g−1) 3.93 4.68 4.23
bS (L mmol−1) 0.45 0.33 0.39
nS 1.36 1.61 1.48
R2 0.993 0.992 0.989
AIC −43.3 −42.9 −88.0

Table 3b
Parameters of models for Ce(III) sorption isotherms on S-ALPEI beads.

Model Parameter #1 #2 Cumul.

Experimental qm (mmol Ce g−1) 0.61 0.61 0.61
Langmuir qm,L (mmol Ce g−1) 0.70 0.72 0.71

bL (L mmol−1) 2.54 2.16 2.35
R2 0.993 0.985 0.984
AIC −79.6 −70.3 −145.4

Freundlich kF 0.448 0.444 0.446
nF 2.97 2.85 2.91
R2 0.961 0.959 0.959
AIC −60.7 −60.0 −119.9

Sips qm,S (mmol Ce g−1) 0.71 0.76 0.74
bS (L mmol−1) 2.36 1.78 2.04
nS 1.04 1.12 1.08
R2 0.993 0.985 0.984
AIC −75.8 −66.8 −143.3

Table 3c
Parameters of models for Ho(III) sorption isotherms on S-ALPEI beads.

Model Parameter #1 #2 Cumul.

Experimental qm (mmol Ho g−1) 0.53 0.52 0.53
Langmuir qm,L (mmol Ho g−1) 0.63 0.60 0.61

bL (L mmol−1) 1.68 2.11 1.88
R2 0.983 0.981 0.982
AIC −72.9 −72.3 −142.8

Freundlich kF 0.360 0.368 0.364
nF 2.45 2.64 2.55
R2 0.991 0.985 0.984
AIC −81.0 −75.6 −153.0

Sips qm,S (mmol Ho g−1) 1.20 0.910 1.03
bS (L mmol−1) 0.449 0.734 0.582
nS 1.75 1.63 1.69
R2 0.993 0.990 0.989
AIC −80.6 −76.5 −157.8

Table 3a
Parameters of models for Sc(III) sorption isotherms on S-ALPEI beads.



on protonated amine groups or sulfonic groups, chelation on carbox-
ylate and sulfonate groups, or free amine groups. Scheme 2 shows a
summary of these different interaction modes.

3.2.5. Selectivity studies
The separation of REEs is a challenge since their very close physi-

cochemical properties require extensive (several operating plateaus)
and long procedures for their selective recovery, playing for example on
chromatographic separation on specifically functionalized sorbents
[29] or using chelating mobile phases (such as EDTA) [83]. In order to
evaluate the potential of S-ALPEI for selective separation of REEs,
equimolar solutions containing Sc(III), Ce(III) and Ho(III), together
with alkali-earth metal ions (i.e., Ca(II) and Mg(II)) were tested for
metal sorption at different pH values (Fig. 6). This figure clearly shows
the very specific affinity of S-ALPEI for Sc(III). Indeed, the selectivity
coefficient (defined as the ratio SCM1/M2 = DM1/DM2 =
(qeq,M1 × Ceq,M2 / qeq,M2 × Ceq,M1)) varies between 3 and 9 in the pH
range 1.4–4.2 for Sc(III) vs. Ce(III) and Ho(III); the selectivity for Sc(III)
against alkali-earth metal ions increases with pH (from 1.4 up to 4–7) in
this pH range. Increasing the equilibrium pH to 4.7 allows substantially
increasing the SC according the following classification: Ce(III)

[8.8] < Mg(II) [10.8] < Ho(III) [16.1] < Ca(II) [28.8]. In the case
of Ce(III), the selectivity coefficient against Mg(II), Ho(III) and Ca(II)
also increases with the pH. However, in the case of Ce(III)/Mg(II), the
SC never exceeds 1.2: the sorbent has a little preference for Mg(II) in
acidic solutions (below pH 4). The sorbent has very close affinity for Ce
(III) and Ho(III) (consistently with previous observations): the SCCe/Ho

remains in the range 1–1.8, regardless of the pH. The highest selectivity
is obtained against Ca(II) (i.e., SCCe/Ca ≈ 3.3 at pH 4.7). The lowest
selectivity coefficients are obtained for holmium recovery (Fig. 6c),
being less than 1 (except against Ca(II): SCHo/Ca = 1.8).

Figure AM14 shows the much higher distribution ratios obtained
(almost 0.8 log unit), whatever the pH, for Sc(III) over Ce(III) and Ho
(III) (which are remarkably close). The distribution ratios are of the
same order of magnitude for Sc(III), Ca(II) and Mg(II) at pH 1.4; se-
lectivity for Sc(III) is drastically increased compared with alkali-earth
metals while increasing the pH. Figure AM15 compares the slope ana-
lysis for the plots of distribution ratio (in log10 unit) against equilibrium
pH for the three REEs in mono-component and multicomponent solu-
tions. Compared with Figure AM8, in multicomponent solutions, the
slopes of linearized profiles decrease to 0.37 (against 0.62) for Sc(III),
0.38 (against 0.75) for Ce(III) and 0.28 (against 0.43) for Ho(III).

It is noteworthy that the cumulative sorption capacity increases
from 0.225 mmol metal g−1 at pH 1.4 to 0.97 mmol metal g−1 at pH
4.7. At pH 4.2 (closer from the equilibrium pH values reported for
mono-component solutions), the residual cumulative metal concentra-
tions is close to 3.3 mmol metal L-1. On the sorption isotherms (in
mono-component solutions) for this residual concentration the sorption
capacities are close to 1.96 mmol Sc g−1, or 0.61 mmol Ce g−1 or
0.52 mmol Ho g−1. This means that in multi-component solutions, the
cumulative sorption capacities is considerably decreased compared
with Sc(III) sorption isotherm. For the same residual concentration
(0.535 mmol Sc L-1), the sorption capacity reaches 0.414 mmol Sc g−1

for multi-component solutions and 0.751 mmol Sc g−1 for mono-com-
ponent solution.

In conclusion, S-ALPEI shows a marked preference for Sc(III) over Ce
(III), Ho(III) and Mg(II) and even more against Ca(II). This preference is
significantly improved with pH increase. The different metal ions
compete for the same reactive groups, with a significant decrease of
individual and cumulative sorption capacity.

Model Parameter Sc(III) Ce(III) Ho(III)

Experimental qm (mmol g−1) 0.376 0.122 0.075
Langmuir qm,L (mmol g−1) 0.504 0.191 0.114

bL (L mmol−1) 0.284 0.583 0.695
R2 0.975 0.976 0.986
AIC −76.5 −84.6 −80.0

Freundlich kF 0.132 0.066 0.042
nF 2.16 1.78 1.84
R2 0.984 0.955 0.981
AIC −102.9 −95.6 −100.2

Sips qm,S (mmol g−1) 1.51 0.157 0.137
bS (L mmol−1) 0.094 0.825 0.513
nS 1.80 0.779 1.16
R2 0.984 0.979 0.989
AIC −122.2 −117.7 −119.0

Table 4
Comparison of sorption properties for different sorbents (optimum pH, equilibrium time (min), maximum sorption capacity (experimental of deduced from Langmuir
equation), qm (mmol g−1), Langmuir affinity constant, bL (L mmol−1)).

Metal Sorbent pH Time qm bL Ref.

Sc Lysine-modified SBA-15 5 10 0.667 2.19 [85]
Extractant impregnated resin 0.78 360 0.173 26.4 [86]

Extractant impregnated resin 3 300 0.36 5.68 [87]
Extractant impregnated resin 2.5 720 1.711 44.9 [88]
Cellulose/SiO2 6 40 0.528 – [89]
APEI 4.5 90 1.21 0.49 [46]
Q-APEI 4.5 90 4.00 1.26 [46]
TRPO/SiO2 sorbent 5 360 0.296 31.1 [90]
S-ALPEI 5 40 3.16 0.56 This work

Ce Platanum orientalis leaf 4 60 0.229 21.0 [91]
Crab shell 6 60 1.034 6.02 [76]
Turbinaria conoides brown algae 4.9 600 1.09 4.90 [79]
Citrus reticulata peel 5 60 1.162 16.1 [77]
Grapefruit peel 5 60 1.137 5.28 [78]
Amino-phosphonic acid activated carbon 6 120 0.673 0.223 [80]
Spirulina biomass 5 180 0.272 0.841 [92]
Polypyrrole/wood sawdust 8 120 0.047 263 [93]
HKUST-1 metal–organic framework 6 480 2.469 9.95 [81]
S-ALPEI 5 40 0.71 2.35 This work

Ho TVEX-PHOR resin 3.5 90 0.306 – [82]
Tulsion CH-96 0.6 M H3PO4 360 0.0213 2.31 [94]
Acid-treated bark powder Mangifera indica 8 180 0.0631 6.60 [95]
S-ALPEI 5 40 0.61 1.88 This work

Table 3d
Parameters of models for Sc(III), Ce(III) and Ho(III) sorption isotherms on ALPEI 
beads.



Table AM8 shows the semi-quantitative analysis of the surface of S-
ALPEI sorbent after being exposed to Sc(III), Ce(III) and Ho(III) and
after contact with the equimolar composite solution (containing the 3
REEs). The greater affinity of the sorbent for Sc(III) over the two other
REEs is confirmed by the semi-quantitative analysis on both mono- (Sc
(III), 1.09 At % > Ce(III), 0.84% > Ho(III), 0.57%) and multi-compo-
nent solutions (Sc(III), 1.08 At % > Ce(III), 0.41% > Ho(III), 0.19%). In
multi-component solutions, scandium sorption is maintained at the
same level, contrary to Ce(III) and Ho(III); the total sorption reaches
1.68 mmol g−1 (Sc: 64.3%; Ce: 24.4% and Ho: 11.3%).

3.2.6. Metal desorption and sorbent recycling
The desorption of metal ions from loaded sorbents is a key para-

meter for designing a sorption process in terms of both metal recovery
and valorization, and sorbent recycling. This is a critical step for eval-
uating the competitiveness of the global process. Based on previous
experimentations on algal/PEI based sorbents [45–47], the materials
are remarkably stable when using a combination of acid and calcium
chloride as the eluent: the presence of calcium chloride improves the
ion-exchange of the metals and the stabilization of alginate-based

materials (alginate/Ca interaction) [84]. The sorbent samples collected
during the study of uptake kinetics were desorbed using a 0.2 M HCl/
0.5 M CaCl2 solution (Figures AM16 and AM17) for evaluating deso-
rption kinetics. It is noteworthy that desorption is faster than sorption:
complete desorption occurs within 15–30 min, depending on the ex-
perimental conditions. The kinetic profiles can be modeled using
adapted PFORE and PSORE models (Table 5). In Figures AM16 and
AM17, the plot of simulated curves clearly shows that none of the two
models is appropriate for fitting the totality of the desorption kinetics:
the PSORE fits well the beginning of the curves while the PFORE si-
mulates well the second part of the curves. The apparent rates of des-
orption for the two models are summarized in Table 5a. It is noteworthy
that for Sc(III) (and to a lesser extent for Ce(III)), the apparent rate
coefficients (both PFORE and PSORE) increase with the concentration
of metal loaded on the sorbent while for Ho(III) a reciprocal trend is
observed. In the case of the sorbent loaded with multi-component so-
lutions (Figure AM18), the dispersion of data around simulated curves
is significantly increased; this is confirmed by lower determination
coefficients (Table 5b). The levels of metal loading are different making
difficult the comparison of apparent rate coefficients. However, it
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Table 5a
Modeling of kinetic profiles for Sc(III), Ce(III) and Ho(III) desorption from loaded S-ALPEI beads – PFORE and PSORE model.

Metal ion Series q0(mmol g−1) Model PFORE PSORE
Parameter kD1 (min−1) R2 β2 kD2 (min−1) R2

Sc(III) #1 1.25 0.142 0.969 0.992 0.279 0.955
#2 1.31 0.142 0.959 0.998 0.299 0.961
#1 2.69 0.243 0.972 0.995 0.497 0.969
#2 2.83 0.229 0.971 0.994 0.463 0.963

Ce(III) #1 0.288 0.149 0.970 0.996 0.295 0.965
#2 0.325 0.175 0.989 0.980 0.348 0.961
#1 0.587 0.186 0.966 0.997 0.383 0.970
#2 0.573 0.179 0.959 0.994 0.371 0.943

Ho(III) #1 0.201 0.259 0.992 0.981 0.530 0.971
#2 0.210 0.295 0.998 0.983 0.611 0.974
#1 0.535 0.118 0.960 0.992 0.251 0.936
#2 0.556 0.112 0.926 1.028 0.241 0.932

PFORE: = eq t
q

kD t( )
0

1 with: kD1 the apparent rate coefficient for desorption (min−1) PSORE: = +
q t
q kD t
( )
0

1
2 2

with: kD2 the apparent rate coefficient for desorption

(min−1) and β2 (dimensionless) the constant for PSORE (in desorption).



appears that the desorption of Sc(III) is faster for the sorbent loaded in
multi-component solutions compared with sorbent loaded from mono-
component solutions, contrary to Ho(III) that follows a reciprocal trend.
However, metal desorption is systematically complete, making very
attractive the sorbent for metal valorization.

The recycling of the sorbent is investigated along five successive
cycles of sorption and desorption (Table 6). It is remarkable that the
desorption efficiency remains almost unchanged for the 5 cycles (sys-
tematically higher than 99%). Although a little and progressive de-
crease in sorption efficiency is observed, the decrease does not exceed
5.3% for Sc(III), 4.5% for Ce(III), and 5.8% for Ho(III), at the fifth cycle.
This means that the sorbent is remarkably stable at re-use despite its
transfer into solutions of very different acidities and compositions. This
is roughly consistent with the observations collected in FTIR studies
(Figure AM4). The FTIR is globally maintained though some small
changes are observed in the spectrum regions corresponding to C-S (at
518 cm−1), sulfonic (SO3H, at 1138 and 1227 cm−1) and intensity
reversal of the bands at 1736 cm−1 (C(=O)O ester stretching vibration)
and 1632 cm−1 (C = O stretching/-C = N stretching vibrations).

3.3. Application to the treatment of red mud

Table 7 reports the initial concentrations of a series of heavy metals
and REEs identified in red mud solutions. The solution contains high
concentrations of heavy metals such as Fe (i.e., 8.6 g Fe L-1), Al (i.e.,
403 mg Al L-1), Zn (i.e., 34.8 mg Zn L-1) and Si (i.e., 35.9 mg Si L-1). In
addition, the red mud solution contains about 9.66 mg Sc L-1, 2.99 mg
Ce L-1, 4.97 mg Gd L-1, 2.86 mg Dy L-1 and 0.8 mg Ho L-1. The optimum
pH range for the sorption of REEs on S-ALPEI was found at pH around
3.5 (see Section 3.2.1.). Controlling the pH to higher values causes
metal precipitation or co-precipitation. Figure AM19 shows the abate-
ment of metal concentrations when increasing the initial pH from 1 to 5
(equilibrium pH increases from 1.08 to 3.46). Metal precipitation re-
mains negligible up to pH 2.07 (except for Ho and Si that precipitate by
25% and 10%, respectively). Above pH 2.5, the precipitation of metal
ions drastically increases at pH 3.46 in the range 16–83 %. More spe-
cifically, the strong precipitation of iron and aluminum causes the co-
precipitation of other heavy metals but also REEs.

Figure AM20 compares the sorption capacities after 48 h of contact
between the pH-adjusted solutions and the sorbent (SD, 0.8 g L-1). For
heavy metals, the huge concentrations of iron and aluminum may ex-
plain their high sorption capacities in the range 1–1.3 mmol metal g−1

at the highest pH values. For Si and Zn, the sorption increases with the
pH and reaches a maximum at pH close to 2.56 (sorption capacities in
the range 0.1–0.2 mmol g−1); much lower values are observed with Mo
and Zr (lower than 0.05 mmol g−1). The sorption of scandium also
increases with the pH up to 0.23 mmol Sc g−1, while the other REEs
show much lower sorption (below 0.03 mmol REE g−1). The low con-
centrations of these REEs in the red mud solution and the higher affinity
of the sorbent for Sc(III) may explain these very low sorption capacities.
Table 7 reports the enrichment factor (EF, defined as the molar fraction
of the metal on the sorbent divided by its molar fraction in the initial
solution) at the optimum pH for enrichment (i.e., pH 1.08 for REEs, Mo
and Zr, and in the range 2.07–3.46 for other heavy metal ions). High EF
values are reported, especially for Ce (118), Gd (78.9) Dy (70.7), Sc
(53.1) and Zr (37.4). Table 7 also shows remarkable values for the
distribution ratio (D = qeq/Ceq, L g−1) in the case of REEs (2.7–50.5 L
g−1) while for heavy metals the D values remain below 0.7, at pHeq:
3.46. The distribution ratio decreases with the atomic weight of the REE
for the sequence Ce-Ho. The apparent selectivity coefficient SCSc/Me

(SC = DSc/DMe; apparent because of the large difference in the con-
centration of target metal ions) shows an increase in the selectivity of
the sorbent for Sc over REEs with their respective atomic weight (from
2.23 to 18.7). In the case of heavy metals, the selectivity is even higher
(between 73 for Zr and up to 1230 for iron).

Table AM9a-b shows the SEM images and semi-quantitative ana-
lyses of the surface and crosscut sections of S-ALPEI sorbent after
treating red mud solution at different pH values (pH 3–5). Table AM10
allows qualitatively identifying the binding of different metal ions from
this complex solution, and highlighting the effect of pH. At pH 3, the
sorbent has a high affinity for Fe, Ti and Zn (preferentially bound in the
core of the sorbent), Zr and Al (preferentially at the surface). It is
consistent with the relatively high concentrations of these metal ions
the solution. Among REEs, Dy shows the highest sorption, which is

Table 5b
Modeling of kinetic profiles for Sc(III), Ce(III) and Ho(III) desorption from loaded S-ALPEI sorbent (loading with multi-component solutions) – PFORE and PSORE
model.

Metal ion q0(mmol g−1) Model PFORE PSORE
Parameter kD1 (min−1) R2 β2 kD2 (min−1) R2

Sc(III) 0.692 0.196 0.990 0.973 0.426 0.954
Ce(III) 0.134 0.131 0.974 0.974 0.279 0.943
Ho(III) 0.090 0.094 0.891 1.037 0.193 0.900

Table 6
Sorbent desorption and recycling – Sorption (SE, %) and desorption (DE, %)
efficiencies for Sc(III), Ce(III) and Ho(III) using S-ALPEI for five successive cy-
cles.

Metal ion Sc(III) Ce(III) Ho(III)
Cycle Av. / St. D SE DE SE DE SE DE

1 Av. 71.6 100.2 70.8 100.4 49.6 99.9
St. D. 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.3 2.0 0.3

2 Av. 71.4 100.5 70.3 100.1 48.8 99.9
St. D. 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 2.3 0.9

3 Av. 70.5 100.4 69.2 100.0 48.2 99.9
St. D. 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.4 2.5 0.4

4 Av. 69.5 100.7 69.0 100.0 47.5 100.1
St. D. 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.2 2.4 0.6

5 Av. 67.8 99.7 67.6 99.6 46.7 99.1
St. D. 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 2.1 0.1

Av. : average ; St.D. : standard deviation (%).

Table 7
Pre-treated red mud effluent – Application of S-ALPEI sorbent for metal se-
paration.

Metal C0(µmol L-1) Sorption capacity Enrichment pH 3.46
pHopt qpHopt

(µmol g−1)
pHmax EFpHmax D(L g−1) SCSc/Me

Si 1,279 2.57 206 2.07 14.6 0.281 179
Al 14,945 3.46 1,301 3.46 3.80 0.451 112
Fe 154,065 3.29 1,169 2.07 0.54 0.411 1230
Zn 532.4 2.57 130 2.07 19.7 0.585 86.3
Mo 14.70 3.29 2.57 1.08 11.1 0.239 212
Zr 95.14 3.46 32.1 1.08 37.4 0.688 73.4
Sc 214.8 3.46 232 1.08 53.1 50.5 1
Ce 21.48 1.08 17.9 1.08 118 43.2 2.23
Gd 31.59 3.46 29.0 1.08 78.9 11.8 4.27
Dy 17.58 3.46 13.4 1.08 70.7 5.62 8.98
Ho 4.85 3.46 2.58 1.08 19.3 2.70 18.7



4. Conclusion

A new support has been designed by the one-pot synthesis of algal/
biomass with polyethyleneimine (ALPEI): the interaction of carboxylate
groups from alginate extracted from algal biomass with amine groups
from PEI, is completed by the inotropic gelation of free carboxylate
groups with calcium. The sulfonation of amine groups (with sulfo-
succinic acid and poly(ethyleneglycol) diglycidyl ether) strongly in-
creases the affinity of the sorbent (S-ALPEI) for REEs. The sorption ca-
pacity increases from 0.4 mmol Sc g−1 to 2.68 mmol Sc g−1 at the
optimum pH (i.e., pH0: 5 and pHeq: ~ 4). The Langmuir equation re-
markably fits the sorption isotherms at least for Sc(III) and Ce(III).
Sorption takes place on amine and sulfonate groups through electro-
static and chelation mechanisms as demonstrated by FTIR, XPS tech-
niques, consistently with the surface charge (pHPZC: 2.86). The sorbent
has a marked preference for Sc(III) over Ce(III) and Ho(III) as shown by
sorption tests in equimolar solutions; the selectivity is increased at high
pH values. This selectivity is even better against alkali-earth elements.

Semi-quantitative EDX analysis shows that the material is hetero-
geneous: stronger density of sulfonate groups at the surface of the beads
and higher presence of amine groups in the core of the beads. The
material is mesoporous (low specific surface area and large internal
pores appearing as polymer scaffolds). This structure may explain that
the uptake of REEs is fast: the equilibrium is reached within 30–40 min;
although the resistance to intraparticle diffusion is contributing to mass
transfer control. The regeneration of the sorbent is highly efficient using
an acidic calcium chloride solution: desorption yield exceeds 99% and
the loss in sorption performance does not exceed 6% at the fifth cycle.
The sorbent is remarkably stable in terms of physicochemical properties
and sorption performance.

In the last part of this study, the sorbent is applied for the treatment
of red mud solutions. After adjusting the pH (and co-precipitating
several heavy metals), the sorption of a number of metals is compared
at different pH values. Due to the large excess of metals such as iron,
zirconium, aluminum or zinc, the sorbents are characterized by sig-
nificant sorption capacities of heavy metals. However, the enrichment
factor for REE traces are remarkably high (ranging between 19 and 118
depending on the metals). On the other hand, the distribution ratios (L
g−1) reach 50 for Sc(III), 43 for Ce(III) and 3 for Ho(III) (at pH 3.46).

The functionalized sorbent shows remarkable stability at recycling,
high efficiency for Sc(III) (and to a lesser extent for other REEs, as
demonstrated by the binding of a wide number of rare earths in the red
mud solution) and fast kinetics. Though the sorbent is not strictly se-
lective for REEs, the enrichment factors (and distribution ratios) in
complex solutions make this new sorbent promising for the recovery
and valorization of Sc(III) from industrial solutions. Compared with

commercial sulfonic-based resins, S-ALPEI shows little faster uptake
kinetics and higher sorption capacities (especially for Sc(III) sorption).
These promising results would deserve application in fixed-bed reactor
for evaluating at pilot-scale the possibility to transfer the process in
industry.
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